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West Palm Beach Car Accident Lawyer
David Glatthorn – Expect More
Car accidents turn people’s lives upside down every day in West Palm Beach and throughout
Florida. In 2010, auto accidents injured 195,104 people and killed 2,444 statewide, according to
statistics compiled by the Florida Department of Transportation. In Palm Beach county alone,
124 people died in car accidents.
Knowing what to do after an auto accident can be confusing. What seems like the right thing can
sometimes result in an injured driver receiving less money than they deserve for an accident.
That’s why it’s critical that Florida car accident victims contact someone who can stand up for
them. If you’ve been injured in an auto accident, you need someone who will make sure your
rights are protected, someone who will demand you get the compensation you rightfully deserve,
someone who puts your interests first. You need David Glatthorn, West Palm Beach car accident
lawyer.
Serving clients for more than 30 years, attorney Glatthorn has a strong track record for obtaining
large, sometimes multi-million-dollar verdicts for serious car accident injuries. In one instance,
attorney Glatthorn was co-counsel in a $15 million bad faith case recovery for a crash victim.
More recently, attorney Glatthorn secured a $1.85 million damages award for car accident victim
with spinal cord injuries.

Demand justice. Contact West Palm Beach car accident
attorney David J. Glatthorn
Every car accident is unique – just like you. That’s why attorney Glatthorn works closely with
clients to design a strategy that suits their specific legal needs. He doesn’t dictate what you
should do. He listens to you and helps you decide by providing you with informed answers to
your important legal questions. You’re in charge. You’re in control.
If you’ve been injured in an accident, you might not be able to work for weeks or even months.
How would you pay your bills? What if your insurance company refuses to cooperate? All of
these things need to be taken into consideration. That’s where experienced, knowledgeable
Florida car accident lawyer David Glatthorn can make a difference. He can help with each step

after an accident. He knows what questions to ask insurance companies. He knows how to
thoroughly investigate the causes of auto accidents. He works tirelessly to make sure your rights
are protected.

Causes Of Car Accidents Cover Wide a
Range. Attorney David Glatthorn Can Help
Car accidents can happen for so many different reasons. Whatever the reason, you shouldn’t
have to suffer if you sustained a serious injury due to someone else’s reckless behavior. In South
Florida, Palm Beach car accident attorney David Glatthorn works tirelessly to hold people
accountable for their actions.
As a Board Certified trial lawyer with more than 30 years of experience, attorney Glatthorn
knows how to thoroughly investigate auto accidents. He knows what to look for and he knows
how to use that information to get people the compensation they rightfully deserve to cover the
true cost of a serious car accident.
Too often, too many people underestimate the cost of a car accident. It’s not just your immediate
medical expenses. You need to consider the long-term financial implications of your car
accident. Will your injuries still be affecting you 10 years or 20 years or more in the future?
These are the questions attorney Glatthorn can help you consider after your accident.

Florida car accidents demand strong legal action, Contact a
West Palm Beach Car Accident Lawyer. Contact David
Glatthorn today
The causes of car accidents can cover a wide range. Some of the most common causes include:








Drunk Driving Accidents
Distracted Driver Accidents
Cell Phone Accidents
Texting While Driving Accidents
Reckless Driving Accidents
Speeding Accidents
Tired Driver Accidents

Types of Car Accidents Vary Widely In West
Palm Beach, Florida. Take Action
Different types of car accidents demand a different approach. Sometimes, the investigation
should focus on the police report for the accident. Other times, it’s the physical evidence like the

damage to the vehicles or the skid marks on the road. But often times, all you need to build a
strong case against a reckless driver is an eyewitness who saw the whole thing, who saw the
other driver cause your multiple car accident.
West Palm Beach car accident lawyer David Glatthorn knows exactly how to go about
conducting such investigations. He knows what evidence to look for, which approach works best
and how to go about conducting such an investigation. He has over 30 years of experience
defending the rights of injured auto accident victims. And he has the verdicts and case results to
prove it.
Attorney Glatthorn belongs to the prestigious “Million Dollar Advocates Forum,” an
organization reserved for lawyers who have obtained a verdict or settlement worth over $1
million for a client. Less than 1 percent of lawyers in America belong to the “Million Dollar
Advocates Forum.” Mr. Glatthorn has secured many verdicts and settlements of over a million
dollars for his clients.

West Palm Beach Car Accident Lawyer David Glatthorn –
the experience you need to succeed
Some of the most common types of car accidents include:








Rear End Collisions
Rollover Accidents
Hit and Run Accidents
Fatal Car Accidents
Highway Accidents
Head on Accidents
Intersection Accidents

Even so, no two accidents are the same. Every accident is unique – just like you.
Your car accident case isn’t just about money. It’s about justice, about making sure your case
gets the attention it rightfully deserves.
Your case matters to David Glatthorn. Expect more. Contact him today. Call 800-990-9394 and
schedule a free case evaluation. Best of all, if you decide to hire him, you can rest easy knowing
that attorney Glatthorn works on a contingency fee basis. That means you pay nothing if you
don’t win. It’s that simple.
To learn more about compensation for West Palm Beach accident injuries, request a free copy of
Palm Beach car accident lawyer David Glatthorn’s book, “The Florida Accident Workbook:
Tools, Tips & Tactics to Resolve Your Injury Claim,” or contact him at 800-990-9394.

